The Internet can be a powerful cross-cultural incoming tourism communication tool if used in a proper way. Visitor images of destinations are important drivers of consumer choice and therefore, how destinations provide information to visitors is critically important to image formation. This text first looks at the general features of Internet as a cross-culture communication tool in tourism, based on literature review and the results of earlier research of the author in the field. For long-haul leisure tourists, tourism websites are not a booking machine but first of all an image-building tool. Visitors have to be enabled to find and understand the information provided, but also to feel comfortable with the website within their own specific cultural background. The paper then introduces the methodology and the result of a study of German-language websites of non-European national and regional destination marketing organisations (DMOs), conducted in 2005. The study shows that German-speaking tourists are responsible for 16% of all international tourism expenditure, with Germany as No. 1 spending nation in 2003. Still, many important non-European DMOs do not provide any Germanlanguage tourism websites. The quality of those provided leaves room for improvement. 60% of the surveyed websites reach less than 50% of the possible points. Especially topicality, interactivity and customized information and design are often much less then optimal.
Introduction
Tourism is one of the strongest narrative forces in the world, "without doubt, one of the major social and economic phenomena of modern times." (Sharpley 2002:11) With the three-step process of discovery, acquisition and invention, tourism, especially international mass tourism, has been reshaping the actual as well as the perceived visage of our planet for the last halfcentury. How we see "Elsewhereland" -the big part of the world part where we are strangersis more and more decided by touristic experiences which are not naïve first-hand experiences but informed by all kind of communication received via media beforehand and especially by "cultural mediators" (Ooi 2002) , which form our expectations and our "gaze" (Urry 2002).
The bigger part of this process is more or less inaccessible for the tourism industry -images are not simply the result of promotions put forward by companies or destinations (Goodall & Ashworth 1988) . Image forming can have historical roots, for example how the French culture sees Arabic countries through the lens of Orientalism (Said 1978) following the images formed by Flaubert and French painters like Delacroix, Decamps and Fromentin (Lemaire 2000) , or can be influenced by non-touristic information, f.i. how Islamic countries are perceived following their demonization from Huntington (1996) to George W. Bush, and of course by peer-group information, i.e. how a destination is described by friends and colleagues who have actually been there.
However, some degree of influence of the image building is possible and, after all, the main job of tourism marketing departments all over the world. Roughly speaking, this accessible part is growing with the "otherness" of the destination (Bieger 2002) . The degree of otherness is perceived in the same way distances are perceived in tourism -not in kilometre, but in accessibility, including accessibility in a cultural and lingual sense. The less known, the more exotic a destination is, the bigger the chance to influence the image through tourism marketing activities.
Literature Review
Tourism and the Internet It seems hard to believe that the Internet has only been with us for approximately one decade, having become an indispensable daily tool for about 13% of the world population (Globalreach 2005) . The growth from 500 million users 2001 to 800 million users in 2004 resulted in overtaking the number of international travels, which grow from 684 million to 763 million border-crossings in the same period (WTO 2005) .
Roughly one third each of the users are located in the USA, Asia and the rest of the world respectively. Likewise, the user community can be divided into three almost equal parts in having English, another European or an Asian language as mother tongue. Africa is as far as the Internet is concerned a non-entity. In 2000, English was the mother tongue of 50% of all Internet users. Comparing the situation in 2001 and in 2004, English lost further ground to Chinese, Spanish and smaller languages. The share of the German language increased slightly from 6.7% to 6.9%, even so German speakers make up only less than 2% of the global population (Globalreach 2005).
Source: Globalreach 2002 Globalreach , 2005 Travel and Tourism is one of major fields of Internet usage. In terms of sales tourism products like air tickets, hotel rooms and last-minute packages for domestic and short-haul tourism are the most common products sold via the Internet except books. Here the Internet's main function as a booking machine. In 2002 online travel sales reached 27 billion US$ in the North American and 8 billion EUR in the European market, capturing 14% and 5% of the total market respectively (Marcussen 2003) . For 2004, the European market expanded to 18 billion EUR (8%) (Marcussen 2005) , the total value of online travel sales reached 48.5 billion US$ and is estimated to climb further to 58 billion US$ in 2005 (eMarketer 2005 , not the least fuelled by no-frill airline ticket sales.
For Incoming tourism, especially for long-haul leisure travel, the dominant usage of the Internet is quite different. Decision-making for travel to requires qualified information and confidence. Here the Internet is first and foremost an Image-building tool, important to help deciding to go or not to go to a specific new destination, to stay for a shorter or longer period, or to use specific services of a company "there". Incoming tourists are less spontaneous, perceived images will play an important role in deciding if they travel to certain destinations or us certain services.
New Incoming tourists are not easy to target. Established markets can be reached via sending information to known customers, traditional PR work, advertisements etc., i.e. actively communicating. Potential visitors from new source markets can be easier targeted by a dedicated website, which can be found by the customer wherever he is. The Internet is without doubt the cheapest, most convenient and most efficient way to address these potential customers in distant countries.
Cross-Culture Internet marketing in tourism "Over 450 definitions of the word culture exist." This is the opening statement of Paul A. Herbig in his classical "Handbook of Cross-Cultural Marketing" (Herbig 1998:11) . What cultures means, especially for tourism, is a topic of hot debate (see Reisinger/Turner 2003:4-33; Trompenaars, Hampden-Turner 1998) . Hofstede (2003) defines culture as "collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from those of another". In any way the assumption that there are cultural differences between the German culture and those of non-European destinations will probably not be disputed.
Nevertheless for our topic it might be useful to introduce the concept of Thiem (1994) of four different tourism cultures as a thinking tool. Extending the well-known distinction of Goffman of the frontstage and the backstage of a destination, she points out the difference between the daily-life cultures of the source region and the specific culture of travellers away from home, which differs considerably from the daily-life culture. Similarly the destination also has a dailylife culture as well as the culture which is the one shown to the tourists purposely, being it as a "genuine fake" (Brown 1996) or a "mediated authenticity" (Ooi 2002) . The form of this presented culture might also be different for different target markets.
For cross-culture tourism marketing this communicated culture has to be adapted to each source market culture accordingly, stressing common points or explaining local culture in terms relating to the source culture and therefore easier to understand and probably more sympathic to the receiver. As Gesteland states as the "Iron Rule #1" for Cross-Culture Marketing: "In international Business the Seller is expected to Adapt to the Buyer." (Gesteland 2002:15) .
For Cross-Culture Internet Marketing of destinations this can be expanded to three rules: The potential customer has to be able to -find the information -understand the information and -feel comfortable about the way it is presented.
The technical problem of finding has become smaller with better global search engines operating, still a domain address which is neither a .com-address nor a top-level domain of the targeted market (.de, .at., .ch in the case of German-speaking customers) but non-intuitive addresses like "www.aspureasitsgets.com" or "www.fac.de" will make it harder to find the website. Keywords in the language of the target markets and links from local websites will enhance the visibility of the website.
Understanding starts with language. Only one third of all Internet users have English as their mother tongue, but surely most Germans learn English in school? Yes, but still the majority of Germans is not fluent at all in English. More important, to feel welcome, to feel that "they thought about me", information in the mother tongue will make all the difference for a positive bonding beyond facts. Also information that is much too obvious for local users will in many cases be needed for would-be visitors from afar. Few Chinese will need to be informed about the fact that the shops are open seven days a week in China, for a German this might be a useful reminder helping to shape his travel plans. Maps, illustrations and webcams will help with non-verbal information.
To make potential visitors feel comfortable is the most complicated but also most rewarding part of Cross-Culture Internet Marketing. To provide the address of a German-speaking dentist may need a bit of extra research but to provide this information will put to rest one of the many worries of potential German visitors to an overseas destination and will help more than a lengthy translation of an art historian's text about some buildings' peculiarities. Colours and symbols have different meanings in different cultures. Websites overflowing with colours and moving graphic objects may look interesting and cute to some visitors but confusing or kitschy to others. An Asian website which uses colours perceived as "typical Caribbean" will mystify the website visitor. The expected carriers of trustworthy information will vary -they will be the "authorities" for some and peer group members for others.
As you cannot not communicate, destinations websites which obviously do not care about foreign, especially non-English speaking tourists by providing no, static or outdated pages for them will send exactly this signal to such potential visitors: "You are not welcomed here".
Measuring the cross-cultural service quality of tourism websites
The use of the Internet in tourism has been the topic of a great number of papers, from f.i. Hanna & Millar (1997) 
Methodology

Background
With a background of being trained as a sociologist and sinologue, the approach of the author differs from most other studies in concentrating on the evaluation of the non-technical features of websites and on distinctive cultures either as source or target market in tourism. Based on earlier research outside the field of tourism, eight groups of criteria were developed in earlier studies on cross-culture Internet marketing in tourism (Arlt 2001; Arlt 2002a , Arlt 2000b Arlt 2003 , Arlt 2005 ).
One of the earlier studies analysed the internationality of the websites of 60 DMOs in Germany, Austria and the German-speaking part of Switzerland, another one the regional British Tourist Board Visitor Websites for their multilingual and multicultural content. Only one DMO (Vienna) achieved more than 75% of possible points. More than 60% of the surveyed destinations could not reach half of the possible points. Typical example of bad practice were abandoned Englishlanguage parts of the website, open refusal to send out information material to addresses outside Germany, sentences like "For more information please consult the German pages" or very bad translations obviously done by a non-native speaker. The number of broken links, missing graphs or links labelled in English but leading to German-language pages was very high. Dedicated information for instance about places of non-Christian worship or addresses of foreign-community associations were always missing. Pictorial current information by using webcams to show daily life in a destination in real-time was seldom used.
Another study showed that even so only 32% of all international visitors to Britain speak English as their native language, more than half of all British tourist board websites were completely monolingual.
For the study reported here, which was conducted in August/September 2005, the opposite approach was used. After analysing German-speaking countries and British websites for their quality for overseas visitors, this time the Germans are the Guinea Pigs themselves: How are non-European destinations using targeted websites to lure German-speaking tourists to their shores? The choice of German is based -beside the background of the researcher -on the fact that German-speaking people are both prolific Internet users and international travellers.
In the three mainly German-speaking countries Germany, Austria and Switzerland, Internet usage is above 55%, resulting in 62 million Internet users, representing 7% of the World Internet population. German-speaking tourists are responsible for 16% of all international tourism expenditure. Germany as No. 1 tourism spending nation in 2003 was the source of 65 billion US$ tourism spending outside Germany, Austrians and Swiss spend 12 and 8 billion US$ respectively (WTO 2005) . With 85 billion US$ German-speaking tourists represent by far the biggest purchasing power in international tourism of all source markets after English-speaking countries. Even if taking into consideration that about 80% of the German-speaking outbound travellers stay within Europe, 17 billion US$ for the remaining 20% still represent an out-ofcontinent tourism purchasing power equalled only by US citizens.
The culture of German-speaking people can briefly be described in Hofstede terms as showing very high uncertainty avoidance levels, very low power distance levels, medium high individuality and masculinity levels and rather short-term orientation. This results, speaking very generally, in a pronounced interest in planning on the basis of clear and extensive information, the wish to find out by themselves rather following advice and to see "behind the curtain", a rather high wish for security as well as education. These characteristics are more pronounced in long-haul leisure tourists who tend to be better educated and/or older than the average German-speaking traveller.
Study
For the study more than 500 websites of DMOs of national and regional destinations as well as important cities and well-known attractions, relevant for German outbound tourism, were visited. Geographically all areas outside Europe were considered, including the Americas, Asia, Africa and Oceania. Out of the sample 50 websites could be identified which offer more than one two pages of German-language content. Only content in German was considered, both because of the limited knowledge of English of many Germans and for the reasons of increased trust and comfortability stemming from accessing information in the mother tongue. All websites are official DMO websites of the destination in question.
The sample was analysed twice by a German students' group and by the author, results were compared and discussed in a panel. Points were given for 65 weighted criteria under the headings of "accessibility", "languages", "technical quality", "design quality", "international content", "target group specific content", "topicality", and "interactivity".
Visibility, technical quality, design quality and target group specific content made up the first cluster, each evaluated with a maximum of 100 achievable points awarded. The other four criteria, i.e. language, specific content, topicality and interactivity are awarded a 50% higher weight, as these aspects have been proven to be especially responsible for the evaluation of the usage of the opportunities of virtual cross-cultural communication. Each criterion was evaluated with a maximum of 150 achievable points.
For each criterion 80% of all possible points (80 and 120 points respectively) were awarded according to five to eight sub-criteria each. The other 20% of each criterion were awarded for special outstanding offers, making it possible to award single achievements not included in the sub-criteria. For each sub-criterion the full points or a fraction could be awarded. Findings Even so the current study was conducted three years after the other studies mentioned above, no specific increase in awareness about cross-cultural Internet marketing could be found. First of all, many major non-European tourist destination and almost all major non-European tourist attractions do not have any German language content at all. Within the 50 websites analysed all major mistakes of cross-cultural Internet marketing can be found. Accordingly the website with the most favourable evaluation for its German language content, www.australia.com, can only secure 67% of the maximal points. Only seven websites are above 60% of possible points, another 13 above 50%. 30 out of 50 (60%) do not reach half the achievable points, risking to annoy more visitors to the website than they can inspire to visit their destination.
The strengths of the website can be found mainly in those criteria which are relatively independent from cultural differences: visibility, technical quality and overall design quality. The weaknesses are found in the core criteria, showing a lack of knowledge in cross-cultural Internet marketing, with the effect that effort and money is in most cases wasted.
Some common mistakes and omissions:
Visibility
Without an intuitive and/or local URL, German language metatags and extensive linkage, many websites fail to show up in Google.de searches. Offers to bookmarks or to make the page into the users homepage are almost never offered.
Language
Many websites are done by professional agencies, using native German speakers as translators. Some however obviously use their own personnel to create rather funny, if unassuring texts. Only the top performers offer all information in translation, most give only a partial translation, often with German-language links, which lead without warning to pages in English or other languages. The opportunity to create bonding by comparing proverbs in German and in the local language, relating sight descriptions to German fairy tales or poems etc. are not used.
Technical quality
Technically most websites are quite good; even so sitemaps are often missing and search functions often not working. Functionality is not the problem as here the web agencies are at home.
Design quality
Most website have a professional-looking design. However, a customization towards tastes of different user groups is nowhere to find. For German tastes many websites are too crowded, chaotic or kitschy. The top performers offer not only automatic language recognition but also a function to change to other languages, important for German speaking users entering the Internet from a computer in the destination or in a third country.
Specific content
Here most omissions are found. Information is simply translated without taking into account the target groups specific interests. Much information, which is self-evident for locals, is not provided for visitors who may not know about them. Specific access information and map showing the location within the greater region are often missing, as is a webcam. Especially information about German language services in the country, from guided tours to bakeries to doctors to libraries with German newspapers is almost never provided. Such information is not only of factual value -indeed many such facts are only needed after arrival -but reassuring visitors that such services are available once they are needed. The German obsession with planning and predictability is not catered for.
Target Group specific content
One of the strengths of Internet information provision is the possibility to include many extra areas for special interest. Some information is provided by most websites on outdoor activities and local food, but business travellers or students looking for internships, press releases etc. are seldom added. Most countries or cities have partnership arrangements with German localities, or associations of destination-born people in Germany, this bonding opportunity is missed in most cases.
Topicality
The second-most important difference between a guidebook and a website is the possibility to include up-to-date information on the website. Potential visitors can be guided towards specific events, festivals etc. which might strengthen their decision to travel to the destination or to stay longer than otherwise planned. As most long-haul travellers have fixed return date flights, such information needs to be communicated before departing to the destination. Very annoying is a website which does not show when it was last updated, sometimes giving an event for "November" without mentioning the year. Some websites have German-language versions which are never updated, showing event calendar several years old.
Interactivity
The most important difference between a guidebook and a website is the possibility to interact with your visitors and potential customers. Brochures can be offered as .pdf files for instant download, newsletters give the opportunity to communicate on a regular base, ePostcards help to spread the URL of the website, games give reasons for repeat-visits to the website. Providing the opportunity for users who have already been to the destination to put information on the website themselves, talking about their favoured experience or uploading their favoured snapshots or looking for provide a matching tool for potential fellow travellers, or even giving the opportunity for peer-group ratings or links to customers' blogs will make all the difference between "advertisement" and real information, especially for user from Low power distance societies like Germany. In this criterion only very few of the analyzed websites show any creativity. Table 2 Destinations, websites and achieved points
Conclusion
The results of two earlier studies by the author showed a failure of most German, Austrian, Swiss and British DMOs to adequately use this instrument towards overseas potential customers. The study discussed here, analyzing Non-European websites for German-language speaking potential customers finds the same problems still prevailing. The importance of talking to the customer in his -or her -own language, in his own way and style, taken into account his specific interests, of communication and of facilitating communicating with and among customers from a specific culture is underestimated. Websites are technically working but fail to transfer a positive image to a large and affluent source market.
Cross-cultural Internet tourism marketing is a powerful instrument to support inbound tourism. Adequate usage of the Internet, is presenting a fast and economic channel of communication with potential customers around the world, with much more opportunities for up-to-date, oneto-one cross-culture marketing than any printed brochure, sent out by snail-mail, can provide. With regard to inbound tourism, the Internet is first and foremost a Communication Tool, not an online booking-machine.
Effective Internet communication across cultures is about much more than having a static website with maybe just a few pages translated word by word into another language. Money is not the key resource, the customers are -and interactivity the key tool. Simply allowing customers to voice their wishes and ideas about the style and content of the website both online and while they are staying in the destination can provide the customers point of view needed to customize the website successfully. Using customers as employees by inviting comments to (monitored) guestbooks, testimonials, photos, links etc. will ensure a stream of target-group relevant information. Interactivity is not online hotel room-booking, interactivity is about succeeding both in conveying that a destination or a service is interesting and offers something for visitors of the relevant source market, and tells the potential customer that his point of view and experiences are welcome.
As this study has shown, good usage of the Internet as a cross-cultural incoming tourism communication tool can provide destinations with a competitive advantage especially for the lucrative German-speaking source market. Taking on board the customer's perspective is more difficult when the customers come from a different cultural background. But taking tourists seriously by establishing lines of communication with them through the Internet can bring significant advantages.
